Letter 911c
TERMINAL DREAM
The House of Fraud
The Secret Destruction of Dungeons and Dragons
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Dear Yeshua,
Monday, 9 May 2022, 9:05AM
At about 3AM this morning I awoke from a dream.
I DREAMED THAT:
I was with a guy who seemed to be in a point of transition in his life. He wants me to join him for a meal
in a restaurant that was on the second Gloor of a building. There was a hotel on the third Gloor of the
building.
We go up to the guy’s hotel room on the third Gloor, engaging in conversation of a personal nature along
the way. We enter his room and, while he is still talking, changes his clothes.
Then we go downstairs to the restaurant and have a meal. Our conversation continues, with him sharing
about various things in his life. After the meal, we get up and depart from the Cafe. Then he says
something about having to Gind his wife.
We proceed to go downstair to the lobby of the restaurant, which is on the Girst Gloor. There are some
other people in the lobby. A lady with Gine clothes and bright lipstick walks by us, who I Girst thought to
be his wife. But she passes by us and keeps going.
The guy stops at a pass-through doorway in an interior wall that separates one section of the lobby from
another section. I proceed on to the outside deck to have a smoke.
But just before I light up my cigarette, I remember that I hadn’t picked up my check to pay my food order
bill, having left it on the table where the guy and I had our meal. So I turn around and go back inside to
get my check, so the restaurant staff won’t think I am trying to walk out on my bill without paying.
As I walk back through the lobby, I see the same guy I was with standing to one side of the doorway,
talking to another man who is seated on a chair.
When I draw close enough, the guy introduces the man to me and says:
“THIS IS BOB PELOR.”
(The guy pronouncs the man’s last name as “pee’-lore”, but I know that it was spelled “Pelor”.)
I look at Mr. Pelor and take his hand and shake it in greeting. While doing so I noticed that his grip is
exceedingly weak, and very effeminate for a man. In fact his hand feets rather “mushy” in mine, as if it has
no bone structure inside.
While still shaking hands, (which we do for a few seconds longer than a normal handshake would be), I
look him in his eyes, and I can tell he is reluctant to let go of my hand.
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Then, I prepare to say to the both of them that I needed to go back upstairs to get my check, but before I
can say anything more, the dream ends.
END OF DREAM.
Under normal conditions, I wake up at about 4:30 or 5AM. But 3AM is too early, so I went back to bed at
about 4:30, and woke up for the day at about 6:45AM. As I am writing this Letter, I am still sore and tired
from the wrestling match I had in the dream.
Post Dream Analysis Says That:
I had never heard the name “Bob Pelor” before in my life. So I performed an internet search.
A few entries came up that had no speciGic meaning to the dream. So then I did a search on just the word
“pelor”, and lo and behold but what I didn’t hit pay-dirt.
It turns out (according to Wikipedia.com) “pelor” is a character (false god) within the fantasy game
Dungeons and Dragons.
Here is a quote from Wikipedia.com:
“Fourth and 5ifth edition of D&D (2008 to present)
Fourth edition
At Gen Con 2007, WotC announced that the 4th edition of Dungeons & Dragons would be released the
following spring, and Greyhawk would no longer be the default campaign setting under the new rules
system. For this reason, Living Greyhawk was not converted to the new rules system; instead, it was brought
to a conclusion at Origins 2008.
In 2009, WotC released The Village of Hommlet, by Andy Collins, which updated Gary Gygax's original 1st
edition Village of Hommlet to the 4th edition rules for characters of 4th level. It was not available for
purchase, but was sent as a reward for those who joined the RPGA. In March 2013 the adventure by Collins
was reprinted in issue 212 of Dungeon, but now for characters of 3rd to 5th level. In both versions the village
is still located in the world of Greyhawk, the adventure made small changes to it, to adapt it to the 4th
edition default Points of Light setting. These small changes included switching out the original deity of the
church of Hommlet of St. Cuthbert with Pelor and also adding a small shrine of Avandra. While Pelor is also
a deity from the world of Greyhawk, he was also part of the new default 4th edition pantheon, as is Avandra,
although she is unknown to Greyhawk.” https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greyhawk#Setting
According to angel Gabe, Pelor is a fallen angel who inhabits this part of Dungeons and Dragons. The
“guy” who I was with is a lesser angel who works for Pelor. His job was to introduce new prisoners
(imprisoned by the false fantasy of Dungeons and Dragons), to Pelor.
The guy who was showing me around thought I was a new prisoner. But he was wrong. I represent Jesus,
Son of the Living God Yahweh. And this was a terminal dream. All the people in the house were HR of one
kind or another, and they are now all in the Pit, and the house is destroyed.
Thank You Jesus.
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P. S. According to the Lord Holy Spirit, the name Bob (Robert) represents those men who
have been deceived by Pelor. He forced the guy in the dream to say the name Bob Pelor in that manner, so
that I would have this evidence. According to https://www.verywellfamily.com/robert-name-meaningorigin-popularity-5181543: Robert is an old German name that means “bright fame.” It’s taken from the old
German name Hrodebert. The name is made up of two elements: “Hrod” which means fame and “Beraht”
which means bright. The name was introduced to the people of England by the Normans in the middle ages.
P. P. S. This is the beginning of the destruction of the Dungeons and Dragons deception.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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